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study signals that a ect the location of generation investment. Such signals result
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cluster them into ve groups: locational electricity markets, deep grid connection
charges, grid usage charges, capacity mechanisms, and renewable energy support
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discuss relevant properties, including a quantitative estimate of their strength. We
nd that most systems use multiple instruments in parallel, and none of the iden
ti ed instruments prevails. The signals vary between locations by up to 20 EUR
per MWh. Such a di erence is signi cant when compared to the levelized costs of
combined cycle plants of 64–72 EUR per MWh in Europe.
.H RUGV: Electricity markets, Locational signal, Generation investment,
Market regulation, Incentive regulation
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The construction of network infrastructure is costly, subject to lengthy permitting pro
cesses, and often met by public resistance. However, the integration of newly constructed power
generation facilities results in a signi cant rise in transmission infrastructure needs in many parts of
the world. There are three major reasons for this increase. A rst is the expansion of wind and solar
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is high, which is often far away from energy consumption centers. Second, the legacy of regional
energy monopolies is fading 20 to 30 years after restructuring the electric power industry in many
parts of the United States and Europe. Historically, these utilities were the primary investors in local
generation capacity. Last, European power markets are increasingly closely integrated, which has
resulted in a rising long-distance trade of power, and by association, in load ows.
As a consequence of the increasing distance between load and generation, strain on trans
mission infrastructure is increasing and generators in many regions have experienced signi cant
One out of many examples is the German power system: most renewable energy generators are being
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curtailment over the last years (Bird et al., 2016). One way to reduce the pressure on the infra
structure is to site generation assets and end users closer to each other. Such locational steering
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comparative review of locational investment signals applicable to generators. Politically, it is much
easier to introduce cost (or revenue) di erences for generation compared to discriminating against
Q P
In Europe, zonal electricity markets prevail. A textbook zonal electricity market does not
provide any locational incentive within a zone, which implies that the choice of where to invest is
purely driven by the costs of power generation. In the case of wind and solar energy, these are cost
of land and resource quality. Cost di erences between coal- red power plants mostly stem from
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However, the social cost of power supply not only comprises generation costs but also
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associated with congestion and transmission losses. Socializing these costs implies they are not
accounted for in investment decisions. This is a classical externality problem (Alayo, Rider, and
Contreras, 2017). It leads to a cost-ine cient distribution of generation investment, with generation
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The socially optimal location of power generation, in terms of (social) cost-e ciency,
depends on the di erence in generation costs between locations and on network costs. If generation
costs were unrelated to network costs, the (trivial) cost-optimal location of generation would be at
sites where generation costs are lowest. Yet, the cost of power generation is in practice often low at
sites which strain the network, e.g. wind generation at windy but remote sites. In these cases, social
costs are minimized when the marginal cost of relocating generation equals the marginal cost sav
ing in the transmission system (Figure 1). In other words, it is cost-e cient to relocate generators
if the resulting savings in network costs exceed the additional costs of generation at the new site.
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W WKH VRFLDO RSWLPXP WKH FRPELQHG FRVW RI HQHUDWLRQ DQG WUDQVPLVVLRQ DUH
PLQLPL HG VFKHPDWLF UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ QR UHORFDWLRQ RI GHPDQG

2. Other costs can also be considered part of the social cost of power supply, e.g. balancing cost. For our analysis on
locational signals, we focus on the two mentioned components.
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Unlike textbook zonal markets, most real-world power systems provide locational signals
to generators. Such signals often stem from regulations outside the market, including grid connec
tion charges, grid usage charges, capacity mechanisms, and renewable energy support schemes.
Some power markets have also introduced spatial granularity into the market itself in the form
of smaller zones or locational pricing. We use RF WLR
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A vast amount of published literature covers many of these instruments—Google Scholar
reports 4,100 papers related to “locational marginal pricing” alone. However, this body of research
often does not consider the instruments as locational investment incentives. Locational pricing, for
example, is generally viewed as a dispatch incentive (Joskow, 2008), and grid charges are widely
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Q P (Olmos and Pérez-Arriaga, 2009)
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et al. (2011) examine market splitting, loss factors, grid usage charges and grid connection charges
associated with European case studies. The authors assess each instrument’s e ect on investment
decisions based on the criteria stability, predictability and strength. Brunekreeft et al. (2005) pro
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cost-e cient location of generation investments. The authors base their argument on the observa
tion that locational marginal prices do not recover all grid costs, and therefore do not fully internal
ize the actual locational value di erences of generation. They discuss grid usage charges and deep
QQ W Q
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O W Q O Q W P QW Keller and Wild (2004) assess
how coordination between transmission and generation investment can take place in liberalized
power markets. To do so, the authors examine locational investment signals arising from transmis
sion pricing. Nikogosian et al. (2019) analyze grid connection charges, regional quotas, and regional
premiums with respect to steering the siting of renewable energy assets in Germany. Their study
concludes that among these three, regional quotas are the most e ective and easiest to implement in
the context of the German energy market. Locational investment signals are considered as a means
Q
Q W Q Hirth et al. (2018). In their categorization, the authors cluster instru
ments in a manner similar to that which was employed in this study. To the best of our knowledge,
a review of the di erent classes of instruments has not been conducted so far.
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review of locational investment signals applicable to generators. More speci cally, our contribution
to the literature is three-fold. First, we propose ten dimensions to characterize locational instru
ments. Secondly, we review the locational instruments used in twelve power systems and nally, we
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We nd that every power system employs at least one instrument, and most systems use
multiple locational instruments in parallel. In practice, most of the analyzed locational electricity
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observe that instruments di er signi cantly in design, and there does not appear to be a “silver bul
let” instrument, which represents the best option for all systems. The e ect of many of the locational
instruments on investment decisions is reduced due to lack of predictability, low levels of transpar
ency, and insu cient spatial and temporal accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is structured along our three contributions: section 2 presents
our analytical framework, section 3 identi es which instruments are used where, and section 4
quanti es their impact.
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The e ect of locational instruments on investment decision-making depends on their de
sign. This section proposes ten distinct design characteristics that in uence e cacy and nature of the
RF WLR
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that such instruments provide. In the following section, we apply these character
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3ULFH RU TXDQWLW Locational instruments can be designed as price or quantity instrument.
For price-based instruments, the di erence in the cost or revenue between locations is determined
by the regulator, for example grid usage charges that are di erentiated by location. By contrast,
quantity instruments are characterized by upper or lower capacity thresholds in a region. Regional
quantity limits for renewable energy deployment are an example of this. In an e cient market, such
a quantity constraint translates into a “virtual” price signal (Neary and Roberts, 1980). Price-based
instruments bene t investors by making it easier to ascertain value di erences between locations.
Integration costs that result from connections at certain locations can be transferred directly to proj
ect developers. By contrast, quantity-based instruments are valuable because they provide a simple
and e ective way to steer generation investment and account for quantity constraints (e.g., limited
transmission capacity is easy to account for). Most instruments identi ed in this study are price3HU HQHU RU SHU FDSDFLW Locational signals remunerate or charge generators based
on the total amount of energy produced (MWh) or the generation capacity installed (MW). Depend
ing on the design of these instruments, technologies are a ected di erently. Capacity-based signals
have a stronger impact on technologies with a low capacity factor, such as peaking plants or renew
able energy sources, while energy-based instruments have a more signi cant e ect on generators
with high capacity factors such as base load plants. To support this point, compare two hypothetical
generators. Peak generator P with a capacity of 2 MW is operated 1000 hours per year, and base load
generator B has 1 MW of capacity and is operated for 8000 running hours. An instrument that cre
ates a wedge of 10 €/kW between two locations (i.e., a capacity-based instrument) will impact P’s
net present value twice as much as B’s. By contrast, an instrument that creates a wedge of 1 €/MWh
between two locations (i.e., a production-based instrument) will a ect B four times stronger than P.3
7HPSRUDO UDQXODULW The value di erence of generation between two locations varies
over time. Time-invariant instruments fail to re ect this. We explain this by way of the example
of two interconnected regions: a surplus region S and a de cit region D. In S, generation exceeds
demand most of the time; the opposite is the case for D. In a long-term equilibrium and without
lumpiness in grid investments, the marginal value di erence between two locations equals the mar
ginal network costs of transmitting electricity between them. In hours when power ows from S to
D, generation in D has a higher value than in S because it reduces the use of the network and thereby
reduces marginal network costs. This value di erence rises with increasing costs of congestion
management and transmission losses. When no grid constraints occur, it is close to zero and a neg
ative value di erence implies a power ow from D to S. Neither constant energy-based instruments
nor capacity-based instruments re ect this temporal variability (Figure 1). When grid congestion is
present in the predicted direction (i.e., from S to D), the locational signal is often too weak. In hours
without grid congestion, the signal unnecessarily incentivizes generation in D and even aggravates
grid congestion when S temporarily lacks supply.

3. In the rst case, the impact of the instrument on the NPV of P is 20,000 € whereas its impact on B is

10,000 €. In the second case, the impact on P is just 2000 € annually while the impact on B is 8000 €.
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Time-invariant locational signals cannot re ect the marginal value di erence
EHW HHQ W R ORFDWLRQV KLFK YDULHV RYHU WLPH

6SDWLDO UDQXODULW How well signals re ect grid constraints depends on multiple prop
erties including their spatial resolution. Some instruments have a nodal resolution, whereas others
result in uniform signals within a (sub-)region. Depending on the grid topology, a zonal resolution
may be insu cient to re ect bottlenecks in the grid. On the other hand, a zonal design is less com
plex, which improves transparency. High spatial granularity is also prone to the abuse of market
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nected at each location (Bigerna, Bollino, and Polinori, 2016).
3UHGLFWDELOLW RI VL QDOV For an investment decision, the expected price signal foreseen
by the investor matters, and not as it eventually materializes. Hence, the better investors can predict
the signal, and the more they trust that the signal will not change over the lifetime of their gener
ation assets, the stronger the instrument’s impact on investment decisions. Price signals tend to be
more predicable if they occur only once with the investment (e.g., grid connection charges, support
schemes), or if they are kept stable over long periods of time (e.g. a grid usage fees adjusted once
every 10 years).
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value di erences is the dissemination of grid investment plans.
( DQWH RU H SRVW FDOFXODWLRQV Locational signals arising from regulation can be dif
ferentiated between signals that are determined and announced ex-ante and those that are deter
mined ex-post, e.g. based on the historical use of grid infrastructure. A major distinction is that
ex-post signals are uncertain and can only be forecasted imperfectly, whereas ex-ante signals are
known before investment. Certainty about future signals may have greater impact on investment de
cisions, because market participants can better account for them. On the other hand, ex-post signals
may have desirable e ects on the dispatch of generators if charges can be reduced through certain
producer behavior (e.g., by reducing generation at times of network congestion).
3UHPLXP RU SHQDOW It is the instrument’s diverging e ect on di erent locations that
a ects siting decisions. Such a di erence can be introduced through premiums (i.e. payments to
generators), penalties (i.e. charges from generators), or a combination of both. Combining premi
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erators are nanced by penalties to others. Such a design does not increase the average cost of power
generation. By contrast, unidirectional instruments a ect the overall costs of power generation. A
penalty-only scheme is often used to recover expenses (e.g. for transmission infrastructure invest
ment and operation) while a premium-only scheme mostly serves promoting certain technologies
(e.g. renewable energy sources or peak generators).
1H RU LQFXPEHQW HQHUDWLRQ Some instruments only a ect new generators, while
others a ect all of them. Targeting existing generators is not e ective because they cannot change
their location. Such an approach may also increase regulatory uncertainty and may therefore deter
future investment. On the other hand, a system that discriminates against new generators compared
to existing generators may impede investment if designed as penalty-only system.
6WUHQ WK RI WKH VL QDO Obviously, not the mere existence, but the magnitude or
strength of signals is relevant for siting decisions: a stronger locational signal is more likely to a ect
the location of new generators than a weaker signal. We de ne the strength of a signal as the value
or cost di erence (per kW or per MWh) it induces between locations.
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lected countries. We rst present our review approach, and then describe instrument by instrument.
We show where instruments are used and discuss them by making use of the rst nine characteristics
of section 2. The tenth characteristic, the strength of locational signals, is quanti ed and discussed
Q W Q
DVH VHOHFWLRQ DQG UHYLH DSSURDFK
We review the use of locational instruments in twelve power systems. To this end, we study
systems in Chile, France, Germany, India, Mexico, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom,
CAISO, PJM, and ERCOT in the United States, and the National Electricity Market (NEM) in east
ern and southern Australia. We selected these power systems because they employ liberalized power
markets and provide su cient data transparency.
O
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Q
diversity (i.e., zonal and locational marginal pricing).
In total, we were able to identify 28 locational instruments. To provide an overview and
compare features, we clustered all locational instruments into the following ve groups based on
their economic workings:5
●
●
●
●
●

locational electricity markets (i.e., sub-country zones or locational marginal pricing)
grid connection charges (i.e., one-o costs for connecting to the grid)
grid usage charges (i.e., ongoing charges for using the grid)
capacity mechanisms, such as capacity markets, payments, and local tenders
renewable support schemes such as feed-in-tari s

All power systems use some form of grid charge, most have support schemes for renewable energy,
and many use capacity mechanisms. However, these instruments are uniform across the power sys
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India has o cially a liberalised power market and, most importantly for our analysis, generators are free
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W O (2018) and Hirth et al. (2018).
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tem in many cases. For the purposes of this paper, we are interested in these instruments only to the
extent that they (a) apply to generators and (b) have locational granularity (i.e. they di er from one
site to another). Only when both conditions hold, an instrument provides a signal to steer generation
investment geographically. Often, such instruments are primarily designed for other purposes such
as cost recovery, wealth distribution, or security of supply. In some instances, the instrument is not
QW Q
W
Y
O W Q O Q O W QY W
The proposed grouping is not unambiguous. Unlike others, we classify market splitting and
locational marginal pricing as one instrument due to their structural similarities. In the literature,
deep grid connection and grid usage charges are often collectively considered as grid charges (Ig
nacio J. Pérez-Arriaga and Smeers, 2003). Also the distinction between capacity mechanisms and
renewable support schemes is not always clear-cut. For instance, Mexico’s clean energy support
scheme supports nuclear power plants, some types of gas turbines, and renewable energy sources
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W
published by international organizations and scienti c articles as secondary literature. To validate
our ndings, we conducted 11 interviews with national experts, and discussed results with 15 ex
perts and stakeholders at a workshop held in Berlin in February 2019.
RFDWLRQDO HOHFWULFLW PDUNHWV
Locational markets provide signals through a spatial granularity of the power market itself
and thus di er from all other instruments that work on top of the market. We distinguish between
two types of locational electricity markets: locational marginal pricing (also known as nodal pricing)
and market splitting. Locational marginal prices account for short-term marginal costs of generation
Q W QP
Q W
Q
Q W Q WZ N Q
W QO W
W NQ ZQ O W Q O Q W P QW
Schweppe et al. (1988) were the rst to elaborate that market design. Since then, locational marginal
pricing has been introduced in many markets and discussed extensively in the literature (e.g. Green,
2004; Hogan, 1999; Holmberg & Lazarczyk, 2015; Neuho et al., 2013) but often with a focus on
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W
split power systems into multiple smaller zones. Under this so-called market splitting, price di er
ences re ect limited transmission capacity and network losses between zones. A regulatory risk of
recon gured pricing zones is a main drawback of market splitting (Deilen et al., 2019). Structural
uncertainty about the future market design can even have a signi cant impact on investment deci
sions, as Ambrosius and al. (2019) show.
Among our sample, nine power systems feature locational electricity markets. CAISO,
Chile, ERCOT, Mexico and PJM introduced locational marginal pricing while Australia, India,
Norway, and Sweden split their power system into several zones. 7
W O
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W
instruments di ers signi cantly between countries, which also re ects the geography and density of
the population (Table 1).
Locational electricity markets are price-based instruments; local prices per MWh provide
signals for dispatch and investment decisions. Because prices are determined in real time, the tem
poral resolution of locational electricity markets is high. Prices re ect the temporal variability in
the value di erence between locations and are therefore the sole instruments that provide suitable
dispatch incentives. However, the e ect of locational electricity markets on investment decisions
The classi cation of a power system is to some extend arbitrary. Often impacted by national borders, the
size of power systems varies strongly, see for example the cases of India and Norway.
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6SDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ RI ORFDWLRQDO HOHFWULFLW PDUNHWV

RFDWLRQDO PDU LQDO SULFLQ
PJM
CAISO
ERCOT
Mexico
Chile

10300 nodes
9700 nodes
8000 nodes
Q
49 nodes

0DUNHW VSOLWWLQ
India
W O
1 Z
Sweden

13 zones
5 zones
5 zones
4 zones

is limited due to the high variability and poor predictability of prices (Brunekreeft, Neuho , and
Newbery, 2005). Even more problematic, signi cant deviations of current prices from their longW P T O
P
OW
PW O P Q
W QP
Q QY WP QW Green (2003) argues that
locational marginal prices may even incentivize wrong locations. Transparency in grid investments
is key to increase predictability in future locational value di erences and avoid investment in lo
cations where grid extension will take place soon. The spatial granularity is high for locational
marginal prices but comparably low for market splitting, depending on the size of zones. Locational
electricity markets a ect both existing and newly constructed generators.
ULG FRQQHFWLRQ FKDU HV
QQ W Q
Q O
P QW W W Q WZ N
W
QQ W Q
O QW
to the grid. In some countries, generators are charged the costs of connecting to the nearest substa
tion (“shallow connection charges”). Elsewhere new generation projects must nance expansion and
upgrades in the grid infrastructure that become necessary following the new connection (“deep grid
connection charge”). Deep grid connection charges internalize a portion of the grid extension costs
(i.e. investors are charged for the grid extension they cause). A locational signal arises because these
costs vary by location and depend on the existing grid. The use of deep grid connection charges to
internalize costs of the transmission system has been discussed extensively in the literature (Olmos
and Pérez-Arriaga, 2009; Swider et al., 2008; Vogel, 2009).
Among the selected power systems, six apply an instrument that we classify as a deep grid
connection charge, including CAISO, France, Mexico, PJM, Sweden, and Norway. Table 2 presents
the basic characteristics of each approach. Beyond our sample, ENTSO-E provides an overview of
deep grid connection charges in Europe (ENTSO-E, 2018).
OO
QQ W Q
O Y
QW
Q W OO
W Q W
a ect technologies with lower capacity factors more severely. The geographical resolution of grid
connection charges is high if calculated for every grid connection point individually. Its locational
signal does not vary over time and consequently does not re ect changes in the value di erence
between locations. The virtue of this permanence is a predictable signal: as a one-time payment,
the locational signal does not vary after the project’s commissioning. To bene t most from this
characteristic, the charge needs to be known before the nal investment decision, which was not
the case in all reviewed energy systems. Transparency in the complex and often ambiguous process
Q
P Q
O Z O Q W P QW
Z Q W O W
QW W
P W
O
used to determine charges in most cases. Often, costly connection studies must be commissioned
from the network operator rst to identify suitable locations. Given the many assumptions necessary
(Reneses et al., 2003), this process of calculating deep grid connection charges is prone to political
in uence and lobbying. In theory, connection charges could also be negative, i.e. generators receive
Only hypothetical nodal pricing (Hirth et al., 2018) without lumpiness in network extension and without
market power correctly re ects value di erences between locations.
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7DEOH

3URSHUWLHV RI ULG FRQQHFWLRQ FKDU HV

CAISO

Payments serve as nancial security: the TSO reimburses the interconnection customer the cost of the network
upgrades over a period of up to ve years. A locational signal arises from a cap of reimbursement. This cap
is reviewed annually and lies at $70 per kW of generator capacity (CAISO, 2019b) as of 2019; higher costs
Z OO Q W
P
New renewable energy generators are charged regionally and di erentiated from contributions (“quoteparts”) for grid extension (RTE, 2014). In exchange, grids are built in advance and prioritized access to the
transmission system is given to these technologies. These charges are uniform within a region, but strong
di erences exist between regions. The instrument is purely designed for cost-recovery.
Generators only pay deep grid connection charges if the new line is not part of the national grid extension plan.
In exchange for the payment, investors receive the revenues of the sale of nancial transmission rights (FTR)
for the corresponding line (SENER, 2018).
Each generator or transmission project bears the cost for required interconnection facilities. Interconnection
projects are awarded once per year to better account for shared transmission extension.
The TSO charges the costs of connection to the local DSO. These tari s cover the cost for additional lines and
substations and are levied on the causing plant operator if it can be identi ed (Svenska Kraftnät, 2020). As of
early 2020, the exclusion of o shore wind from these charges is discussed.
Deep grid connection charges are only applied in the case of radial grid connections (NVE, 2018). The
customer’s contribution to the investment costs is capped at a share of 50%. This charge was implemented in
2019, and the old regime is in place for planned projects until 2022.

France

Mexico
PJM
Sweden
1 Z

a premium for network connection in certain locations. In practice, this is, however, not the case
in any of the systems reviewed. Several challenges arise from the fact that grid connection charges
a ect new generators. For example, sharing expenses between rst and later investors is di cult,
especially if subsequent investments are not predictable. In practice, the rst generator nances
grid infrastructure, which is then, due to its lumpiness, used by followers. This may result in a waitand-see problem with a postponing e ect on investment (Swider et al., 2008). A second investment
OW
PW
WW W
QQ W Q
P O
QW
W
QY W
Consequently, system costs may be larger than necessary because project developers usually face
higher nancing costs than regulated system operators.
ULG XVD H FKDU HV
Grid usage charges are fees for the use of the transmission and distribution system. They
are regulated and designed to (at least partly) recover expenses incurred by the system operator.
These can comprise capital expenses for building and maintaining grid infrastructure, and oper
ational expenses, such as for system services, transmission losses, and congestion management.
While in some systems, costs are simply passed on to consumers, other countries have developed
Q O
W
W P
QW
Q P
Q O 7
W
Q
W
re ective charging, where the costs of each line are
QW W
Q P
Q
Q W Z
W (Olmos and Pérez-Arriaga, 2009). For example, Gammons et al. (2011)
Q W WO W Q O
transmission tari s can lead to signi cantly lower overall costs in the British transmission system
W
O P QW
Q W Q
W W W
Q W W
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Australia, India, Norway, Sweden, and the UK apply location speci c grid usage charges
that are paid by generators. All grid usage charges are implemented as a price instrument, but the
precise design di ers signi cantly between countries (see Table 3). Grid usage charges are imposed
per MWh (Norway and Australia), per MW (India), or both (UK, Sweden). The charges are adjusted
frequently, at least once a year (Australia, India, and UK) or even on a weekly basis (Norway,
Sweden). Australia, Norway, and Sweden have per MWh charges that are proportional to the zonal
O W W
W O Y O
W PQ
W W QW
W P OW O W Q
the zonal electricity price with a site-speci c factor. This factor re ects the marginal transmission
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155 Substations

3UHPLXP RU
SHQDOW
Both
Q OW

)UHTXHQF RI
DGMXVWPHQW
O

QO

7HPSRUDO UDQXODULW
7P

QY

QW

NO

Time-invariant (within the week)

155 Substations

Both

O

Multiplier on zonal price

~800 Substations

Both

NO

Multiplier on zonal price

~1000 Substations

Both

O

Multiplier on zonal price

59 Entities

Q OW

QO

O

7P

QY

QW

QQRWDWLRQ UK’s grid usage charges are speci ed per capacity but the calculation of charges accounts for the number of
full load hours. For simplicity, we classify them as capacity-based instruments in the following.
Sources: (AEMO, 2019; CERC, 2018; National Grid, 2018; NVE, 2018; Svenska Kraftnät 2019)

losses and sometimes the cost of grid congestion and it di ers by location. Under such a design,
higher signals arise for technologies that generate electricity during high price periods (peakers) and
weaker signals for technologies of which the generation coincides with low prices (e.g. wind and
solar). The spatial resolution of charges varies signi cantly: the UK is split into 27 zones, Norway
and Australia charge transmission fees on a substation-level, and charges in Sweden depend on the
geographical latitude. In India, charges are calculated by node, and then aggregated per utility. In
Australia, Norway, Sweden, and the UK, grid usage charges can be negative (i.e. generators receive
payments at certain locations). In all cases in our sample, grid usage charges are determined ex-ante
and a ect new and existing generators.
Allocating grid costs according to the consumer pays principle has proven di cult in prac
tice because there is no indisputable method to compute the electrical utilization of lines by agents
(Olmos and Pérez-Arriaga, 2009). Hence, especially in distribution grids, proxies are used to main
tain transparency and reproducibility, which reduces the accuracy of the instrument. In contrast to
grid connection charges, grid usage charges also a ect existing generators. Thus, changes to the
tari design imply a risk for generators. For instance, new transmission lines and investment in
generation have caused locational bene ts to fall by large margins in Australia. More speci cally,
location-speci c marginal loss factors, which are proportional to generator’s revenues, have de
creased by up to 11% on average in certain regions from 2018 to 2019 (AEMO, 2019). This, in turn,
had material nancial implications that were often unforeseen by existing and intending market
participants, which highlights the importance of predictable and transparent grid expansion plans.
DSDFLW PHFKDQLVPV
Capacity mechanisms remunerate plant operators for providing capacity to the power sys
W P 2Q
O P PP Q W P Q
W P
Q P
OW
P
Q P Q QW Y
the system. Nieto and Fraser (2007) emphasize that this lack of locational granularity may worsen
capacity and transmission problems in speci c locales, even while it resolves the capacity problem
in the aggregate. Some capacity mechanisms therefore have a location-speci c component (i.e. the
mechanism incentivizes capacity on a sub-system scale).
Among the selected systems, Chile, CAISO, France, Germany and PJM have a location
speci c capacity mechanism (7 O ) whereby most apply quantity-based mechanisms. In PJM and
CAISO, load serving entities are obliged to contract for rm capacity at a sub-system level. While
an organized market in PJM facilitates this process (PJM, 2019), CAISO’s load serving entities
are bound to contract capacity directly (CAISO, 2019a). In France, a tender was set up on top of a
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KDUDFWHULVWLFV RI FDSDFLW PHFKDQLVPV
5H XODWRU VHWV

Chile
CAISO
France
Germany
PJM

, H WPH W LJ

4
4
4
4

QW W
QW W
QW W
QW W

6SDWLDO UDQXODULW

3URGXFW GXUDWLRQ

( DQWH RU H SRVW

49 nodes
10 areas
1 node (single plant)

P QW
unde ned
20 years
10 years

Ex-post
Ex-ante
Ex-ante
Ex-ante
Ex-ante

20 sub-systems

Sources: (CRE, 2014; CAISO, 2019a; PJM, 2019; CNE, 2018; Tennet 2019)

non-location-speci c capacity market to build a new power plant in the import-constrained region
Brittany (CRE, 2014). Germany’s local capacity procurement by tender9 incentivizes the construc
W Q
Q Z Z
O QW Q W
W
W
QW 10 7
O QW Z OO
Y
W
services to grid operators and do not sell electricity on the wholesale market. By contrast to all these
systems, Chile applies a price-based capacity mechanism. The Chilean energy commission deter
mines nodal capacity prices as the cost of investing in a diesel- red turbine that runs at system’s
N P Q
OO Q W
P Q W
QW
W
O Y O OW W
N P Q
(ex-post). While the geographic granularity of the capacity payments coincides with that of the
energy market in Chile, this is not the case in the US, where CAISO and PJM employ nodal energy
markets but zonal capacity markets.
By their very nature, capacity mechanisms are speci ed per MW and are therefore time-in
variant instruments. Their predictability varies signi cantly. Tenders in France and Germany o er
QY WP QW
W
W W
O Q
W Q W
W
W P
Q P
Y O
Q
Y WP QW
W
W
W
QW W
W Q Q
Y O W O W . Whereas the Chilean
price-based instrument provides more price-security, the uncertainty of contracted
capacity undermines the reliability objective of the instrument (Nieto and Fraser, 2007). All instru
ments are implemented as premiums that awards both new and existing generators.
5HQH DEOH HQHU

VXSSRUW VFKHPHV

Globally, 135 countries use support schemes for the deployment of renewable energy
(REN21, 2019). Renewable energy sources have outpaced conventional capacity in terms of newly
added capacity since 2014 (IRENA, 2019), and many observers expect most future generation in
vestment to concentrate on renewable energy sources (Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2019).
Support schemes can have very di erent forms: feed-in tari s, renewable portfolio standards, and
subsidized loans are just a few examples. While some of these support schemes are not location-spe
ci c, others are. The e ect of renewable support schemes on the spatial distribution of new genera
tors has been discussed among others by Wagner (2019), Pechan (2017) and Schmidt et al. (2013).
We have identi ed location-speci c renewable support schemes in Germany and Mexico
(see Table 5). Locational signals either result from price discrimination in the winner selection pro
cess of auctions (e.g. premiums or penalties in certain regions) or stem from quantity regulation (e.g.
The winning project was a 450 MW combined cycle gas turbine plant located in Landivisiau, Brittany.
The region was speci ed in the tender, but no site was predeveloped.
9. In German: H R HUH HW WHFK L FKH HWULHE PLWWH
10. The German network reserve was excluded because it only encompasses existing power plants and
W
Q W
Y
Q QY WP QW Q QW Y
Net metering tari s are one form of support scheme. Some utilities, e.g. in Austin (Texas) o er tari s
with a locational component. We excluded them from our analysis because no uniform regulation on these tar
i s (Jahn et al., 2019).
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6SDWLDO
UDQXODULW

7 SH
Mexico

P P Q

Q OW

53 zones

Germany
(Referenzertragsmodell)
Germany
(Verteilernetzkomponente)
Germany (Netzausbaugebiet)

P P Q

Q OW

Plant speci c

Q OW
4 QW W

7HFKQROR LHV
OO Q Z O Q
sources, nuclear, CHP
Q

98 districts

Q

2 zones

Q

Q

O

7HPSRUDO
UDQXODULW
7P

QY

QW

7P

QY

QW

7P

QY

QW

7P

QY

QW

Sources: (IRENA, 2017; BMWi, 2019; 2017; FA Wind 2019)

oors for certain regions). In Mexico and Germany, the selection of winning bids in auctions has a
locational component in some cases. The Mexican auction for clean energy aims to re ect the costs
O W Q
Q W
Q Z Q W OO W Q
M W
O W Q O
P P Q
Q OW
M W Q
O
QW Q
Q
W Z
W
Q Y Y
These locational markers are determined ex-ante through an optimization model that maximizes the
Q P
O
W Q O Q W Q
Q
PO
Q
Q
WZ
types of renewable energy auctions in Germany. First, in onshore wind auctions, adjustment factors
for each location are determined according to the average wind speed (“Referenzertragsmodell”).
Although this instrument does not explicitly account for grid constraints, it has a similar e ect given
that wind speeds and grid constraints arise in similar regions. Second, in technology-neutral renew
able auctions, projects are penalized when connected to distribution grids where renewable feed-in
exceeds local demand (“Verteilernetzkomponente”). The penalties depend on the already locally
installed capacity and di er for wind and solar. Another locational instrument in Germany is the
OPW W Q ZQ
O P QW
W P W
QW Q
Q W
T QW W
QW
auction design (“Netzausbaugebiet”). When binding, this constraint results in lower support levels
in the constrained area and may lead to higher support in the unconstrained area. Hence, Germany
W
O W Q OP
Q P Q W
W
P
OO
O W Q O Q Z O
W
P
Q
Q W P QW
P P
Q
Q OW
Q W 7 O W Q OP N
Q W P
O Q O W Q
time invariant. In all price instruments, the determination of the locational signal occurs in a trans
parent manner ex-ante and is xed for 15 to 20 years. They therefore provide one of the most certain
Q O
P M
Z N O W Q O Q QW Y Q Q Z O Q
W
P
W W QO
new and subsidized renewable energy sources are targeted. Market-driven renewable investment as
well as conventional generation and storage remain una ected by the instrument. This limited scope
may lead to a cost-ine cient allocation of technologies.
,QFLGHQFH RI LQVWUXPHQWV DFURVV RXU VDPSOH
Summarizing the ndings of our empirical review yields four interesting insights (see
Table 6). First, each of the twelve power systems reviewed uses at least one locational instrument.
Second, most power systems actually employ multiple instruments. Sweden, for example, has split
its electricity market into four zones, applies deep connection charges and has location-speci c grid
usages charges per kW and location-speci c charges per MWh. PJM and CAISO apply locational
marginal pricing, deep connection charges, and a zonal capacity market. Germany has three distinct
mechanisms within its renewables support scheme in addition to a less signi cant capacity instru
ment. Third, most power systems that have spatial granular markets, use additional instruments
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RFDWLRQDO FRPSRQHQWV LQ LQVWUXPHQWV DSSOLFDEOH WR HQHUDWRUV

.H SRLQW: Every reviewed power system employs at least one locational instrument.
Strikingly, even most systems with locational electricity markets use additional instru
ments. Further information and sources are listed in Table A.1.

to steer investment. Among these, some of the countries (Australia, Norway and Sweden) imple
mented energy-based grid usage charges that provide additional (distorting) dispatch incentives.
Finally, no instrument is used across all power systems.
48 17,),

7,21 2) ,167580(176

In section 2, we de ned the strength of locational signal as the di erence in revenue (or
cost) it induces on generators between locations. A high or strong signal leads to large di erences in
revenue (or cost) between locations and a low or weak signal in small di erences. The strength thus
greatly matters for investment decisions. In this section, we propose and apply a simple method to
T QW
Q
P
W
W Q W
W
Q W P QW Z
W
Y O O
4XDQWLI LQ WKH VL QDOV LQ RUL LQDO XQLWV RI PHDVXUHPHQW
The presented instruments provide nancial incentives, and we determine the magnitude of
additional revenues and costs arising from them. We proxy the strength of an instrument
W
highest di erence in revenues (or costs) W W it induces:

=

P

−

(1)

PL

Z
W Y O
W
Q O WW O W QZ
W
W Q PL Z
W O Z W
P
Hence, is the maximal impact the instrument can have among two alternative locations for an
QY WP QW 7
Q
W
P
O
Y
Q W P QW
O WQ W O
tional e ect from the overall level of payments and revenues.
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To illustrate the approach, we exemplarily quantify the locational signal that results from
British Transmission Network Use of System charges (TNUoS) on onshore wind energy 7
highest charges apply to the region of Glenglass in North Scotland and the lowest (negative) charges
in Central London. TNUoS are reported in pounds per kW. From Eq. (1), we obtain:13
P

= 30 £ / kW ⋅ a

PL

= −8 £ / kW ⋅ a

=

P

−

PL

= 38 £/kW · a ≈ 43€/N

⋅

Similarly, this metric was applied to our sample of instruments. To maintain comparability,
we quanti ed all signals for the year 2018 when possible. is expressed in EUR
N
MW depending on how the instrument is speci ed. For time-variant instruments, we use annual av
erages to determine the most expensive and the cheapest location. The locational signal for quanti
ty-based instruments, such as regional capacity limits for renewables, is not explicit. We then use the
maximal spread of the instrument between constrained regions. Table 7 shows that the magnitude of
Q O varies strongly. A direct comparison between instruments is di cult due to the diversity of
units. We therefore estimated the strength of all signals in an equivalent energy charge (in EUR per
MWh), which is discussed in the next subsection.
RQYHUVLRQ LQWR (XUR SHU 0:K
To convert annual capacity-based payments, such as grid usage charges speci ed per
installed capacity, into equivalent payments (F SHU :K) for every MWh generated, annual costs
(F
) (Eq. (2)). Since the conversion
, SHU : ) are divided by the number of full load hours (
of per-kW signals into per-MWh terms depends on the capacity factor, and some instruments are
technology-speci c, we use two exemplary cases: (i) a combined cycle gas turbine with 5000 full
load hours (capacity factor of 57%) and (ii) onshore wind power with 3000 full load hours (34%).

F SHU

:K

=

F

, SHU

:

(2)

We convert nonrecurring payments such as grid connection charges into an annuity over the ex
pected lifetime (Eq. (3)). The annuity factor itself depends on lifetime Q Z
W
Y
W
W O:
. For both technologies, we assume a :
of 5% and a lifetime of 25 years.
F

, SHU

:

= F LIHWLPH,

SHU

:

⋅

:

− ( +:

)

−

(3)

Revisiting the British TNUoS, Eq. 2 can be used to express of 43 EUR per kW (see 4.1) as an
equivalent energy charge. Assuming 3000 full load hours for wind generation, we obtain an equiva
lent of around 14 EUR per MWh. The British TNUoS is a special case since charges are expressed
per capacity but also depend on technology type and the capacity factor (National Grid, 2018).
Therefore, not only the equivalent energy charge but also the capacity charges di er for wind and
gas turbines (Table 8).
Unlike all other instruments, TNUoS are speci ed per capacity but also depend on the capacity factor.
We assume 3000 full load hours and utilize the level of charges applicable in 2018/2019 (National Grid, 2018)
13. We distinguish costs of energy (e.g. €/MWh) and yearly costs of capacity (e.g. €/kW·a) by notation.
We use the exchange rate as of 01.01.2019 to convert costs into EUR.
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6WUHQ WK RI ORFDWLRQDO VL QDOV DSSOLFDEOH WR HQHUDWRUV

QQRWDWLRQV: Further information and sources are listed in Table A.1. The tile for Germany’s renewable support only
covers the locational signal of the wind auction adjustment factor (“Referenzertragsmodell”). The penalty in overloaded
distribution grids (“Verteilernetzkomponente”) results in a maximal signal of 8.8 €/MWh (not represented in Table 7).
Because the locations with highest and lowest signal do not coincide, signals cannot be superposed. Germany’s quantity
constraint (“Netzausbaugebiet”) was never binding in 2018 and did not result in a locational signal.

7DEOH

6WUHQ WK RI WKH ORFDWLRQDO VL QDO RI 718R6 H SUHVVHG SHU XQLW
RI FDSDFLW DQG SHU XQLW RI HQHUDWLRQ
€/kW p.a.

Renewable
O

Wind power (3000 FLH)
Combined cycle gas turbine (5000 FLH)

€/MWh

43
34

4.3 Findings of the quanti cation
Tables 9 and 10 display the highest value (or cost) di erence each instrument induces for
a combined cycle plant and a wind power turbine. Tables 9 and 10 are expressed in EUR per MWh,
comparable to the levelized cost of electricity. The same results expressed in EUR per MW are
shown in the appendix (Tables A.2 and A.3), which is closer to the notion of repaying xed costs.
Values for gas and wind diverge due to di erent capacity factors and because some instruments are
technology speci c. We nd that in countries that apply several instruments, the locations where the
signal is highest and lowest are not always the same across instruments. In our sample, this is the
case in Australia, Chile and PJM. In these systems, the combined signal of instruments (shown in the
bottom row of tables 9 and 10) is lower than the sum of the individual signals, which implies signals
are (partly) directed toward di erent directions.15
15. Data availability for grid connection charges was weak, and we did not account for opposing locational e ects be
tween these and other instruments when calculating the combined e ect.
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Table 9: Highest value (or cost) di erences of locational signals for combined
F FOH DV SR HU SODQW H SUHVVHG LQ (85 SHU 0:K

Table 10: Highest value (or cost) di erences of locational signals for wind
HQHUDWLRQ H SUHVVHG LQ (85 SHU 0:K
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Most of the instruments we studied apply to gas- red power generation, except for support
schemes and certain grid fees (Table 9). Three points are worth noting. First, the magnitude of in
struments varies signi cantly, with some having virtually no e ect and others introducing a spread
of around 20 EUR per MWh. Secondly, the overall impact is very limited in some countries, where
not a single strong instrument exists (e.g., in Sweden, Norway, UK and India) and very large in
others (e.g., in Australia and PJM). Thirdly, each class of instruments contains examples with very
Z N Q O Q W
Z
Q O
Y
W Q 7
Q
W Q Q W P QW O
OZ
OW Q Z N Q O Z O Q W
W QWO
OW Q W Q
Q O
Wind energy is a ected by all instruments apart from some capacity mechanisms and the
grid usage charges in India. The general ndings for gas- red generation also hold true for wind.
In addition, we observe that all instruments originally speci ed per unit of installed capacity have a
stronger e ect per energy produced for wind than for gas. This can be explained by the lower capac
ity factor of wind, which results in higher induced value di erences of capacity-based instruments
when expressed per energy (see Eq. 2). The locational signal emerging from renewable support
P W Q
WW
O WY O W Q
P
W W
Q W P QW
Q Y Q
Q QW Y
than shown in the table arose in Mexico’s rst clean energy auctions in 2016, where signals of win
ning bids had a maximal locational spread of 38 EUR per MWh (IRENA, 2017). For both technol
ogies, results for grid connection charges should be treated with care, since data availability is poor.
LVFXVVLRQ RI UHVXOWV
When interpreting results, it is important to acknowledge that a low locational signal either
indicates that it does not fully re ect the marginal di erence in value of generation between loca
tions (i.e. its marginal transmission related costs), or that this di erence is just as small as indicated
by the signal. By analogy, a high locational signal does not necessary imply that future investment
should or is likely to occur at signaled locations. High di erences in construction costs or resource
availability between locations can explain why even comparatively strong locational signals may
Y O WWO P W Q QY WP QW
Q
To fully appraise the magnitude of the various instruments, each needs to be compared to a
signal that internalizes all transmission related costs and leads to the cost-optimal allocation of gen
erators. As discussed in the introduction, the cost-e cient signal depends on system speci c costs
Q
Q Y
WZ Q Z
W P
Hypothetical nodal prices (Maurer, Zimmer, and Hirth, 2018) without market power and
without lumpiness in grid investments re ect these value di erences in a long-term equilibrium.
Pérez Arriaga et al. (1995) show that these (strong) assumptions are not ful lled in real-world nodal
power systems. In practice, only 20–30% of total grid costs are recovered from congestion rents due
to a structural overinvestment in transmission infrastructure, resulting from discrete transmission
extension and reliability constraints (owing to imperfect foresight). Thus, the observed strength of
nodal electricity markets is not a good proxy for the optimal, cost-e cient value di erence.
One indicator helpful in interpreting the strength of instruments is the di erence in gener
ation costs between locations. For base-load technologies, these are an upper limit for the cost-ef
cient signal; a higher signal (which ideally re ects the marginal transmission costs) would imply
W W O
W Q
O WQ
Q W
W
Q W Q
W In Germany, the
di erence in the levelized cost of wind generation varies for example between 40 EUR per MWh in
16. The locational markers in all (not rewarded) areas even di ered by 70 EUR per MWh.

For non-base load plants, time pro les of generation matter and such an upper bound does not hold.
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the north and 70 EUR per MWh for the same plant type in the south, which has a similar magnitude
W O W Q O Q O W
Q Z O
W
P
A second indicator to compare the signals’ strength to are the levelized costs of electricity
generation. Locational signals in the range of 20 EUR per MWh are quite signi cant compared to
levelized costs of combined cycle plants of 64–72 EUR per MWh in Europe
The approach employed in this study was to analyze the instruments’ impact at the two
most extreme areas. This is a helpful proxy to better understand the potential impact of each instru
ment. However, this metric does not provide information about any other location, and it is sensitive
to outlying values. A distribution function of an instrument’s strength, as opposed to a single scalar,
would provide richer information, but could not be constructed due to a lack of data. Given the
number of instruments, such quanti cation would also be di cult to compare. Finally, we empha
size again that the signal’s magnitude is only one out of many indicators that determine whether an
instrument a ects the siting decision of new capacity.
6800 5

1

21

86,216

OO
Q O W Q O Q O Q
Q W
W
Q
W QP
Q Q
Q
gestion-related costs in their siting decision. This paper discusses the need for and trade-o s be
WZ Q Q W P QW W
Q
Q To achieve this aim, we cluster instruments into ve groups: lo
cational electricity markets, grid connection charges, grid usage charges, capacity mechanisms, and
Q Z O Q
W
P 2
Q O
O W W W OO WZ OY Y Z
Z
W P
employ at least one locational instrument. Most systems, including power systems that implemented
locational electricity markets, use multiple instruments in parallel.
7
Q
Q Q W P QW determines whether it a ects the siting decision of new gen
erators. We identify ten relevant design elements, which often entail trade-o s. Due to these tradeo s, all instruments have some drawbacks. The three major shortcomings of many instruments are
unpredictability of future regulatory changes and insu cient spatial and temporal granularity of
signals. First, predictable signals reduce investor’s risks and are therefore likely to have a larger
P W Q QY WP QW
Q 7o improve the predictability, transparency in methods, models,
Q
P W Q
N . In practice, however, the calibration methodology of most instruments is
T
Predictability of future cash ows is highest for deep grid connection charges, P W
newable support schemes, and some capacity mechanisms due to long contract durations. Second,
the spatial granularity varies signi cantly between instruments. At a minimum, it should re ect
relevant network bottlenecks. Third, the temporal resolution of most instruments is low, implying
these instruments do not re ect changing marginal value di erences over time. The nding that
there is no “silver bullet” instrument matches with the observation that no instrument is used across
OO
QW
The quanti cation of instruments reveals signi cant variation in their strength. 4 QW
tative estimates suggest that the signals’ magnitude di ers signi cantly across systems. While the
di erence between locations where the signal is highest and lowest is small for some instruments,
for others it is around 20 EUR per MWh. Such a di erence is signi cant when compared to the
levelized costs of combined cycle plants of 64–72 EUR per MWh in Europe.

Own calculation based on assumptions for CCGT stated in section 4.2 and cost data from the World
Energy Outlook, 2018 (IEA, 2019)
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